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1. Who are we? 

“Yami Customs Composites” was founded in 2015. The founders and owners of Yana 

Mitroshkin and Andrei Mitroshkin. Headquarters is located in Russia. The company includes 

6 divisions that produce more than 15 product items. These are individual products made 

from composite materials. Directions of products: personal protective equipment for 

extreme sports, medical orthopedic products, products for tuning sports and off-road 

motorcycles, various protective accessories for active people. Today, the company's 

products are sold under the following trademarks: Yamicustoms, Yamiarmor, Yamicases, and 

Yamibrace. 

 
2018. In European countries, under the brand Yamibrace, individual carbon and titanium 

knee braces are sold for motor and extreme sports. 

We hand craft the best individual knee protection - Yamibarce. This is PREMIUM 100% 

custom product – hand made. What are our braces for? First and foremost for professional 

sports, and more over for safe physical activities and just a happy active people’s lifestyle! 

The most important thing we got to know for today is how to 100% reduce the risk of knee 

injuries leading to disability. 

The combination of traditional craftsmanship and high technology is the cornerstone of our 

production system. Our innovative technical team are experts in engineering and tech as 

well as in specialized manufacturing processes for working with metals and composite 

materials.  

We are fortune to get consulting services from top Medical Science PhDs, science 

researchers and analysts for constant development and improvement of our braces. We are 

all involved in various sport activities, including extreme sports. Professional athletes from 

many sports disciplines are testing our braces. These include motocross and enduro, ice 

hockey, downhill skiing and snowboarding, snowmobile races, surfing, wake, BMX, trekking 

to name a few. We monitor our competitors, carefully study their development, analyze, 

test, compare and do not repeat their faults. 

That is why in the category of “high protection at an affordable price” our braces today are 

the best on the European market. Our clients receive a lifetime excellent support service and 

3 years of free warranty for product and components. 

We are not medical professionals, we do not write prescriptions, and we do not give medical 

advice. We are not engaged in rehabilitation of people after knee or leg injuries. But we 

know the anatomy of the legs and knees pretty well. We know all kinds of knee injuries in 

prof sports and everyday life and their causes. Therefore we know exactly how to best 

protect your knees from injuries! 
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2. Our knee braces 

We make casts of your feet and then hand craft a knee protection system, which is called 

brace. This is attached to the leg and protects the knee from injury. In our braces, the knee 

joint is located in a secure safety capsule. Around the joint, there is a reliable protection - a 

titanium hinge. For better strength and security of the structure there are pads at the top 

and bottom of the composite hinge. They are 100% attached to the foot, firmly fixe the 

brace and completely replicate the relief of your feet. This design allows you to protect the 

knee joint, parts of thigh and the shin from injuries. At any degree of twisting of the leg in 

the knee joint, excessive flexion and especially extension in the knee, with frontal and lateral 

bumps in the knee, partially when striking the foot to name a few. 

3. Our advantages 

1. We are experts in knee braces, we specialize in producing knee protection systems 

and we know all about this! We are passionate about making the higher innovate 

level of protection for your knees. This means we provide the best knee braces on 

the market. 

2. Each pair of our braces is a unique number. We do not make braces for standard 

average leg sizes. This is a true level "PRO SPORT" and "Premium" custom product. 

3. Our braces are hand crafted, from the very beginning to the final steps. 

4. We measure your legs and make the mold which 100% copy your individual 

parameters. 

5. Today, our braces are the most durable among all available in the mass market. 

6. We provide the best free customer support and service. 

7. We give a free product warranty - 3 years of intensive operation. 

8. In today’s market of level “PRO SPORT” brace manufacturers we have the most 

affordable price! 

9. We have enough prepayment of 50%. 
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4. Comparative table of class «PRO SPORT» braces characteristics for 

motocross and enduro 

Competitor analysis January 2019 year 

 

 

 

Our braces have best price to quality ratio. Our braces lead in the nomination - "bargain-

hunting". 

 

 

 

5. Medical disclaimer 

 

Titanium frame brace provides a rigid fixation of the knee joint in the sagittal plane, reliable 

lateral stabilization and supporting effect due to an external support skeleton. Helps restore 

joint-muscular feeling and active stabilization of the joint due to the coordination of the work 

of own muscles. 

 

Brand #Yamibrace 

Made in RF/Slovakia 

CTi (OSSÜR) 

Made in Holland/Mexico 

ORTEMA   

Made in Germany  

 

Technology Сustom made, perfect fit, 

no slip down. Specialize in 

knee braces for 

motocross and hard 

enduro. Carbon fiber, 

titanium joints without 

cogs (much more durable) 

Custom made, but no 

mold of leg. Wide range of 

products. Carbon fiber, 

titanium joints, but with 

cogs, which easily rub off 

when dirt gets in 

 

Custom made. Wide 

range of orthopedic 

products. Carbon fiber, 

titanium joints, but with 

cogs, which easily rub off 

when dirt gets in 

Weight     from 1600 gr.one pair     from 1450 gr.one pair  from 1500 gr.one pair 

Rigidity of 

construction 

98% 97% 96% 

Joint protection 98 93 97 

Comfort 98% 96% 98% 

Guarantee 3 y. on joints guarantee  No joints guarantee No joints guarantee 

Service 24/7/365  Free service! 8/5/250 8/5/250 

prepayment 50% 100% 100% 

Price per pair   €1500 from €1700 from €4180 
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If your physical condition is not satisfactory when examining and measuring your leg and 

knee, then we will ask you to bring a reference from the doctor treating you, which allows 

you to use our braces. Otherwise, we will not start making braces for you. 

 

Cases in which you will need a reference from your doctor: 

• When the last knee/legs injury was received less than 3 months ago. 

• When the rehabilitation period according to the doctor’s prescription is not over. 

• When the rehabilitation results after the injury are not satisfactory. 

• When the knee joint hurts or does not function well. 

 

 

6. How to submit an order for the production of the best braces for you? 

 

1. Contact us on the Internet. 

2. We determine the price for you considering current discounts. 

3. We agree the date and place for measuring of your feet. 

4. You make a 50% or 100% prepayment. The final price depends on this. 

5. We make measurements and start production.  

6. You will get your custom braces in 3-4 weeks. 

7. We give you a hand or send a parcel by mail. 

 

 

7. Standard factory prices (EUR/per pair) 

The dialer price: 

Standard production 30 days - 1500 Euro per pair. 

Urgent production 15 days - 1850 Euro per pair. 

Prepayment - 50%. 

Free service and warranty for 3 years!  Attention! Be interested in discounts from the seller. 
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8. Promo riders 

More information about ortézách you get from the industrial drivers in network FB. 

Katarína Juríčková #310 (Sk, enduro)      https://www.facebook.com/KatarinaJurickovaThomasHostinsky 

Miroslav Ševela #195      (Sk, hard enduro, MX          https://www.facebook.com/miroslavsevela195/    

Marek Sukup #123          (Cz, MX, trainer MX)               https://www.facebook.com/mareksukup123/ 

Tomas Bucenec #99       (Sk, trainer MX, enduro)                      https://www.facebook.com/bucko99 

Kristýna Vítková #10       (Cz, MX, FMX)                               https://www.facebook.com/kristynavitkovic/ 

Jakub Terešák #124        (Cz, MX)                                        https://www.facebook.com/Jakubteresak124/ 

Call today! 

 

 

     

9. Contact 

 
e’mail:         team@yamibrace.com 

internet:     www.yamibrace.com 

FB:               https://www.facebook.com/Yamibrace/ 

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/yamibrace 

YouTube, Yamibrace TV:   https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC5RPwlwBmFV4JcJivx51NrA 
 
 
“TechSportPRO s.r.o.” IČO: 51463741, no DPH. 
Bratislava, Slovakia, EU. 
CEO - Leonid Aleshin, Customer service - Aleksei Khakhulin, 
Cell mob/WhatsApp: +421903501171 
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